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Abstract 

 
Titel:     Compounding in domestic news articles in Pakistani and U.S. English: A          

comparative study. 
 

Författare:      Hina Kashif   
                      Engelska C, 2011 

 
Antal sidor:     25 

 
Abstract:     The aim of this essay was to compare the frequency and different types of 

compounding used in domestic news articles from Pakistani and American 
English newspapers. The material used in the investigation is a random selection 
of ten articles each from The New York Times and The News, which is a 
Pakistani newspaper. Pakistani English is one of the ‘new Englishes’, and the 
question is whether there is any difference in the way compounds are formed in 
one of the native varieties of English as compared to a new variety.  The 
investigation was done manually by identifying different types of compounding 
and their frequencies in the articles. The results show that although compounds 
consisting of two parts are the most common, in both varieties there are also 
compounds consisting of three, four or even more parts. Noun compounds are 
the most common type of compounds in the two varieties. Adjective 
compounding was also found in a good number. But Adverb and Verb 
compounding were comparatively rare in both varieties. Overall, the results 
showed that there was not so much difference in the type of compounds used in 
the articles investigated.  One conclusion that can be drawn from the study is that 
more research is needed in the area of compounding comprised of three and 
more parts. Compounds consisting of more than two parts are only rarely dealt 
with in the secondary sources used for this paper.  

 
Nyckelord: Compounding, American English, Pakistani English. 
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1. Introduction and aims 

Most of the words in the English language can be used either on their own or in combination 

with each other. Often if words are joined together they will give rise to a different word with 

a different meaning. This is the case with compound words, which is a special form of word 

formation in which two or more words are put together to make a new lexical unit. According 

to Ljung (2003:121), “compounding is a source of making new words in English”. It is useful 

to know about compounds in order to understand English written texts. Compound words are 

combinations of two or more words. However, such combinations can also be phrases, 

consisting for instance of a modifier and a head. Therefore it is hard to assess at first sight 

whether the words form a compound or not. One issue is how one can determine whether two 

words make up a compound word or not. What are the criteria that can be used to identify 

whether the particular words used are compound words? 

The majority of compounds are made up of words that belong to open word classes. 

The most common category, according to Ljung (2003:121), is noun + noun compounds, like, 

for example, textbook and blackboard. The second most common type contains noun + 

adjective compounds, like childproof, accident-prone and breath-taking. There are also some 

other types, for instance, verb and adverb + adjective compounds. Compounds are usually 

classified according to the word class of one of the component parts. 

For students of linguistics it is important and also interesting to know about the 

formation and meaning of compound words. An interesting question is whether compounding 

is basically the same in all varieties of English today, or whether there are differences. The 

aim of this paper is to compare the frequency and type of compounding used in an American 

newspaper and in a Pakistani news-paper; as English is not a native language of Pakistan, it 

will be interesting to find out whether the compounds used in the Pakistani newspaper differ 

in any respect from the compounds used in the American newspaper. What types of 

compound words are used in the newspapers? Are compounds more frequent in one variety 

than another? Is there a difference in the meaning and use of compounds? Looking at what 

types of compounds there are, how they are used and what is the frequency of their 

appearance is one way of finding out more about vocabulary differences in different genres 

and different varieties. The genre selected for this study is domestic news.  
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2. Background 

2.1 Mode and genre 

We use different modes of language to communicate with each other. By mode is meant the 

medium of communication, namely speech, writing and signing. These are in fact different 

communication systems which are used to convey different forms of a single language. The 

spoken mode is transmitted with the coded system of sounds and the written mode is coded in 

visual symbols. Gestures are used in sign language. There are also different genres. Novelists 

do not write in the same way as news reporters, for instance. Swales (1990:115) defines genre 

as “a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of communicative 

purposes”. According to him the texts of the same genre have the same qualities of structure, 

style and content and these types of text will be viewed as prototypical. While studying 

written texts, it is therefore important to take genre into account, especially if texts from 

different varieties are to be compared.  

2.2 What is a word? 

Before talking about word formation it is important to discuss the concept of word. Ljung 

(2003:19) says that the term is often used as if it were “a well defined entity with a single 

meaning”. Marchand (1961:1) defines word as “the smallest independent, indivisible, and 

meaningful unit of speech, susceptible of transposition in sentences”. Later he adds that the 

infinitive to can be separated from the stem of the verb by adding an adverb as in to always 

go. A word is in fact a term that can be defined in several different ways. The question that 

arises here is that what is the linguistic definition of word? According to Katamba (2005:11), 

the standard definition of a word was given by American linguist Leonard Bloomfield in a 

paper written in 1926 in which, according to Bloomfield a word is defined as “a minimum 

free form”. This means that the word is the smallest unit of language used to convey meanings 

which can stand alone. For example child is a word that cannot be divided into smaller units 

that can convey meaning when used alone. The word childish, on the other hand, can be 

divided into child and –ish. These smaller units are called morphemes in English; this concept 

will be discussed in section 2.5 below.  

According to Katamba (2005:12) it is easy to recognize words in written English. 

They are preceded and followed by a space. Sometimes a hyphen is also used between parts 

of words as in to-day and to-morrow. Hyphens are also used frequently in compound words, 

as in school-boy, but compound words can also be written without the hyphen. Ljung 

(2003:19) says that written words are known as word forms or orthographic words; they can 
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be defined as “unbroken combinations of letters preceded and followed by empty spaces and 

linked to a meaning”. According to him words are free units because they are bounded by the 

spaces so they can stand alone in any sentence. This ability of standing alone on their own is 

one of the main characteristic of words in English. 

According to Jackson & Zé Amvela (2000:49-50) the word can be defined from a 

phonological, lexical and grammatical point of view. For instance, the phonological word 

/’faindz/ and the orthographic word finds are both representations of the grammatical word 

third person singular of find. The word find is the base form and is the lexical unit without 

any modification. But there is a difference between lexical and grammatical words. Lexical 

words include nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. They have their own meanings and can 

be used alone or with other lexical units. For instance bottle has an independent meaning and 

so is the case with many words. On the other hand words like a, with and to are words that 

have no identifiable meaning. Grammatical words include prepositions, articles, conjunctions 

and forms indicating number or tense and so on. They have only few members and they 

constitute closed classes.  

One way of investigating the vocabulary in different genres is to look at complex 

words and how they are formed. Francis (1998) discusses some major ways in which new 

words are formed in English. Derivation is one such process in which affixes are attached to 

free morphemes. Francis (1998:154-55) gives an imaginary word, pandle, as an example and 

shows how it might become the stem for such derivatives as pandler, pandlette, depandle and 

repandalize. These types of affixes are called productive because through this process any 

new word can be the stem of many derivations. Next Francis (1998:158) discusses 

backformation and clipping, which are two other ways of word formation which can be 

classed together as types of reduction. In each case a shorter word is made from a longer one, 

so that the effect is the opposite of derivation. Back formation uses analogy to produce a sort 

of reverse derivation. Some words that have come into English by backformation are edit 

(from editor) and televise (from television). Clippings are shortenings and are frequently used 

in informal language, for instance B.C. and OK (Francis 1998:158-59). Blending is a 

combination of clipping and compounding, in which new words are made from existing 

words by shortening and combining them. Take, for example, the word hamburger, which 

was shortened by clipping into burger and then combined with many other words as in 

cheeseburger and deerburger (Francis, 1998: 162-3). 

The focus of the present paper is compounding, which is a word formation process in 

which two or more bases are combined to form a new lexical item. Compounds can also differ 
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in their structure, i.e. in the component parts that are combined into a compound word. Noun 

compounds are the compounds mostly used in English. There are three major types of noun 

compounds (Katamba 2005:66-67). Nouns can be combined with adjectives (Adj + Noun 

compounds), as in blackberry and easychair. Another type of noun compounds is noun + 

noun compounds, for example ball-point and ashtray. A third type is also composed of noun 

+ noun but is used for agents and instruments like head-hunter and fire fighter etc. There are 

also three types of adjectival compounds (Katamba 2005:66-67). The first includes Noun + 

verb (en)1 compounds, e.g. heartbroken and waterlogged. The second type is Adj + Verb (-

ing) compounds, like hard-working and easygoing. The third type is Adj + Verb (en), for 

instance soft-hearted and new-born. According to Katamba (2005:67), the most interesting 

aspect of compounds is that they are headed. Usually the head is on the right side of the 

compounds. The syntactic properties of the heads are passed on to the whole compound. For 

instance in easychair, which is made up of the adjective easy and the noun chair, the head is 

chair which makes the whole word syntactically a noun.  

Jackson & Zé Amvela (2000:82-3) divide compounds into noun compounds, verb 

compounds, adjective compounds and adverb compounds: 

(i) Noun compounds are the compounds in which the first word may be a noun, verb, 

adjective or adverb, but where the second word must be a noun. This category contains N + N 

compounds, for example ash-tray and text-book. Then comes the V + N compounds, for 

instance pick-pocket. The third type of noun compounds is Adj + N compounds, for example 

black-bird, and the fourth type is Adv + N compounds, such as after-thought etc.  

(ii) After noun compounds come the verb compounds, in which the second part of the 

compound must be a verb and the first can be a noun, verb, adjective or adverb. The first type 

described is N + V compounds, for example babysit. The second type is V + V compounds 

such as drop-kick etc. The third type is Adj + V compounds, such as dry-clean and the fourth 

is Adv + V compounds such as over-do. 

(iii) The third type of compounds is adjective compounds, in which the second root must be 

an adjective and the first word can be a noun, adjective or adverb. This type contains N + Adj 

compounds, such as earth-bound, the second type is Adj + Adj compounds such as south-

west, and the third type is Adv + Adj compounds like off-white etc. 

(iv) The fourth category of compounds is an adverb compound that includes Adv + Adv 

compounds like into and through-out etc. 

                                                 
1
 Verb(en) stands for the past participial form of the verb, which ends in –en or –ed. 
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(v) There is also a category of special noun compounds consisting of V + Adv, in which the 

first root is a verb and the second is an adverb. In these two roots “the compound is not a 

member of the same class as the second root. So the blast-off and drive-in are not adverbs but 

nouns” (Jackson & Zé Amvela 2000: 83).   

According to Jackson & Zé Amvela (2000: 84), syntactic compounds are classified 

into two groups, namely endocentric and exocentric. Endocentric compounds are those in 

which one or both the roots are the heads of the compound. There are two types; the first is 

co-ordinate, for instance boyfriend, which is a boy who is a friend and a friend who is a boy. 

The second type is subordinate. Here there is a head which is modified, for example 

armchair: is a chair with arms. The second group of syntactic compounds is the exocentric 

compounds. These have no heads; for instance pick-pocket is one who picks pockets. 

According to Jackson & Zé Amvela (2000:84), there are also non-syntactic compounds which 

do not follow the syntactic rules so they cannot be classified systematically the way the 

syntactic compounds can. They include structures such as N + Adj, for instance air-sick that 

is sick because of traveling by air, and Adv + N like back-talk, which is rude talk in reply to 

someone. 

Bauer (1983:202-213) suggests that there are six main groups, which include 

compound nouns, compound verbs, compound adjectives, compound adverbs, rhyme 

motivated compounds and ablaut motivated compounds. According to him there are some 

form classes of compounds which are not so common and have low productivity. They are 

compound prepositions which includes into, onto and because of. The other form is 

compound pronouns, basically the self forms. There are also compound conjunctions like 

whenever, so that and even and/or. The other type of compound that he discusses is rhyme-

motivated, the majority of which are made up of two nouns. In these compounds the rhyme 

between the two elements is the motivating factor of their formation, for instance hockey-

pockey, teeny-weeny and flower-power. Another type of compound that he discusses is called 

ablaut motivated compounds, which are similar to rhyme motivated compounds in many 

ways. They are formed by vowel change or alteration between the two elements. According to 

him this form is much more productive than the rhyme motivated nouns. They include flip-

flop, tick-tock and zig-zag etc. 

Another important type of compound is the neo-classical compound. According to 

Ljung (2003:143), neo-classical compounds are also called combining forms and have bound 

base morphemes; they are mostly derived from Latin and Greek. These bound stems are 

combined with another element to form a word, like e.g. astronomy, biology and economy. 
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Bauer (1983:213) also expresses the same views as Ljung has, namely that they are 

combining forms. He points out that they are treated as affixes because sometimes they can be 

added to lexemes like any other affix, for instance music-al and music-ology etc, where -al 

and -ology are affixes.  

2.3 Difference between compound words and phrases 

Jackson & Zé Amvela (2000:80-81) claim that “in English, compounds may be distinguished 

from phrases on phonological, syntactic and semantic grounds”. Words are recognized by a 

single primary stress in English so compounds are often recognized by the stress pattern and 

lack of juncture. For example the phrase ‘black ‘board has stress on each word and a juncture 

between the two words, whereas ‘black-board has one primary stress and no juncture. Word 

order also distinguishes compounds from phrases, as some compounds use what may be 

considered ungrammatical and unusual word order in English. For instance, the structure of 

Noun + Adjective is not a usual phrase pattern in English but is used in compounds such as 

sea-sick. Compounds are also characterized semantically as they acquire specialized meanings 

like idioms. In very few cases the meaning of the compound is derived from its constituents in 

the literal sense. In most cases the meaning of one constituent is obscure. For example a 

blackboard may be green or blue and may be made of other material than wood (Jackson & 

Zé Amvela 2000:81).  

It is also important to consider the relation between compounds and spelling because a 

compound word can be written in several ways in English. Some word combinations that are 

spelt as single words or are hyphenated like blackbird or sun-worship are clearly compounds, 

but a space between the words as in e.g. tight rope and green card would not automatically 

make them non-compound i.e. syntactic phrases. So while the placement of the stressed 

elements in any combination shows whether it is a compound or a phrase, orthography 

provides no help in this regard. For example businessman, business-man and business man are 

three different spellings but have the same meaning confirmed by their stress pattern.  

2.4 Distinction between compound nouns and derivations 

According to Adams (1973:30), compounds are the combinations of two free morphemes as 

they can stand alone independently, for instance grass-green and frost-bite. The elements of 

compounds have the identifying characteristics of single words as their order is fixed and their 

elements cannot be separated by other forms. In a derived word the affix is a bound form and 

characteristically gives the word a more literal meaning than one would expect a grammatical 

element to have. Thus compounding is different from derivation in respect of the absence and 
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presence of bound forms and whether both roots are lexical or not. According to Jackson & 

Zé Amvela (2000:74), the word class of the item can be changed by derivational affixes and 

in this way new words are formed that belong to the various word classes. “They are inner 

with respect to inflection, so that if derivations and inflections co-occur, derivations are inner, 

closer to the stem, and inflections are outer, furthest from the stem”. For instance in 

frightened, the base form is fright, and when -en is added it will become a derivation 

(frighten) and by adding -ed it will become inflected. The same is the case with the word 

activating, in which by adding –ate to the base form active, activate is formed and by adding 

–ing, activating is formed. Some other examples are payments (pay,-ment and –s) and 

registrations (resign, -ation and –s). 

According to Jackson & Zé Amvela (2000:86), conversion, which is also called zero 

derivation, is another form of word formation in which a word belonging to one class is 

transferred to another word class without any change of form in pronunciation and spelling 

and according to Bauer (1983:32), “conversion is the change in form class of a form without 

any corresponding change of form. Thus the change whereby the form napalm, which has 

been used exclusively as a noun, came to be used as a verb, (they decided to napalm the 

village) is a case of conversion”.  

According to Francis (1998:157), it is easy to shift a word from one category to 

another without changing its form. For example the verb walk can be changed into a noun by 

simply using it in a syntactic position; as in he took a walk, where walk is the noun and a 

direct object of took. So this changing process is called conversion or functional shift in which 

a word takes on a new syntactic meaning and function.  

3. Methods and material 

3.1 Material 

The aim of this paper is to look at one type of word formation, namely compounding, and to 

compare the types used in two varieties of English, namely Pakistani and U.S. English. The 

material is taken from The News, a Pakistani English newspaper, and The New York Times, a 

U.S. Newspaper. For the investigation, 10 articles were selected from The New York Times 

and 10 from The News. Each of these articles contains approximately 1000 words and was 

selected from the domestic news section. Domestic news is generally produced by a journalist 

using the variety of English used in the country, whereas the source of international news is 

often an international news agency. This genre was therefore considered to be more likely to 
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show differences in the structure and use of compounds in the two varieties than other genres 

of English news.  

According to Thomas Biermeier (2008:2), English is a language that is constantly 

changing not only in the native but also in the new varieties of English. Pakistani English is 

one of the new varieties of English. There is no doubt that English word formation which is 

generally characterized by a potential for innovation and creativity is undergoing changes in 

those countries where English has become established as a second language. Thus it certainly 

stands to reason that word formation merits through investigation. 

The primary material used in the present study, which was taken from the web 

based versions of the two newspapers, can easily be found on the internet. (The internet 

address is provided below the heading of each article.) The articles used are listed in Tables 1 

and 2. 

Table 1. List of Pakistani articles from The News 

Article Heading Date of 

publication 

No. of 

words 

P 1 Those  who wish for marital law live in a fool’s paradise 

 http://thenews.com.pk/10-09-2010/ethenews/t-498.htm 

Sep 10, 2010 1051 

P 2 We know how to defend democracy, says Zardari 

http://thenews.com.pk/16-09-2010/ethenews/t-580.htm 

Sep 16,  2010 1013 

P 3 Justice Iftikhar calls CJ’s conference to review security 

http://thenews.com.pk/17-09-2010/ethenews/t-631.htm 

Sep 17,  2010 1060 

P 4 PM warns against cornering PPP 

http://thenews.com.pk/19-09-2010/ethenews/t-686.htm 

Sep 19,  2010 996 

P 5 Incumbent SC outperforms Dogar court by 2:1 

http://thenews.com.pk/19-09-2010/ethenews/t-692.htm 

Sep 19, 2010 956 

P 6 Statue’s ‘ basic structure’ doctrine has legal validity 

http://www.ethenews.thenews.com.pk/details.asp?id=250880 

July 15, 2010 1026 

P 7 Punjab PA passes resolution to laud media’s role 

http://www.ethenews.thenews.com.pk/tp_details.asp?id=30029 

July 14, 2010 1006 

P 8 CJ warns of judicial breakdown in Balochistan 

http://www.ethenews.thenews.com.pk/8-17-2010/page1.asp#; 

Aug 17, 2010 937 
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P 9 We can only rise, if we all pull together: Zardari 

http://www.ethenews.thenews.com.pk/tp_details.asp?id=30776 

Aug, 17, 2010 1023 

P 10 A get-CJ Iftikhar operation on the cards? 

http://www.ethenews.thenews.com.pk/tp_details.asp?id=29502 

June 16, 2010 1056 

Total   10124 

 

Table 2. List of US articles from The New York Times 

Article Heading Date of 

publication 

No. of 

words 

U.S. 1 Senate G.O.P. Digs In to Keep Tax Cuts 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/us/politics/14cong.html?_r=1&re
f=todayspaper 

Sep 13, 2010 1030 

U.S. 2 Interest-Group Spending Drives G.O.P. Leads in Ads 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/us/politics/14money.html?ref=to
dayspaper 

Sep 13, 2010 1018 

U.S. 3 Shoo.In’ Baker Struggles in Massachusetts Race 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/us/politics/14baker.html?ref=toda
yspaper 

Sep 13, 2010 1023 

U.S. 4 After Volatile Primary Seasons, G.O.P. Faces New Test 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/14/us/politics/14memo.html?ref=tod
ayspaper 

Sep 13, 2010 902 

U.S. 5 Chicago’s ‘Mayor for Life’ Decides Not to Run 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/08/us/politics/08daley.html?ref=toda
yspaper 

Sep 7, 2010 1012 

U.S. 6 Clicking Candidate.com, Landing at Opponent.com 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/15/us/politics/15squatters.html?_r=1
&ref=todayspaper 

Sep 14, 2010 1091 

U.S. 7 In Wisconsin, an Incumbent Holds Tight 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/01/us/politics/01wisconsin.html?ref
=todayspaper 

Aug 31, 2010 1057 

U.S. 8 Republicans Get a Partner, but Who Will Lead? 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/16/us/politics/16assess.html?ref=tod
ayspaper 

Sep 15, 2010 902 

U.S. 9 G.O.P. Uses Obama ‘Otherness’ as Campaign Tactic 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/16/us/politics/16bai.html?ref=todays
paper 

Sep 15, 2010 913 

U.S. 10 Crisis Past, Obama May Have Missed a chance 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/09/09/us/politics/09bai.html?_r=2&scp
=1&sq=september%208%20Crisis%20Past,%20Obama%20May%20
%Have%20Missed%20a%20Chance&st=cse 

Sep 8, 2010 964 

Total   9912 
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3.2 Criteria for identifying compounds 

3.2.1 Orthographic criteria, compounds and derivations 

 Compounding is the most productive type of word formation; in compounding, two or more 

words are put together to make a new lexical unit. Orthographically, compounds can be 

written in three different ways. They can be written as one word, or with hyphens and as 

separate words. For instance in P1 the compound word backdoor is used. This compound 

word has two elements, one of which is a modifier and the other is the head. Back is the 

modifier and door is the head. This compound word is a combination of noun + noun.   

One characteristic of compounding which needs to be pointed out here is that it is 

different from derivation. The elements of compounds are free morphemes and can stand 

alone as single words, whereas in a derived word affixes are added and in this way new words 

are formed that belong to the various word classes. For instance in U.S. 2 the words politically 

and relatively appear which are both derivations. In politically, political is the base form, and 

by adding ly it will become derivation. The same is the case with the word relatively in the 

same article. In this word relative is the base form; by adding ly it will become derivation. 

Derivations are thus not included in the investigation. 

 Another orthographic criterion of compounding is that the parts of the compound 

words can be written with a hyphen between them. Compounds that are written as one word 

or hyphenated present no major problem of identification except that they need to be kept 

separate from derivation. For instance, the compound words used in P2, delegation-level, in 

P4, award-distribution, and in U.S. 1, Bush-era, all have a hyphen in between them.  

3.2.2 Stress 

The criterion of stress is used in identifying compound words when they are not written 

together or hyphenated. It is also used as the main criterion for distinguishing compound 

words from phrases. According to Katamba (2005:68), phonological compounds and 

especially noun compounds have the main stress on the first element and a secondary stress 

on the second element, whereas in phrases the reverse is true. This criterion has been used for 

identifying compounds in both the varieties. For instance, Army chief appeared in P4, and 

Apex court and Bank loans in P5. In these examples the primary stress is on the first element 

and the second element has the secondary stress, which is why they are included in the list of 

compound words according to the phonological criteria of the words. 
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3.3 Compound words which occur more than once 

Before discussing the compound words that occur more than once, it is important to know 

about the two concepts types and tokens, because in this paper, focus will only be on the types 

of the compound words found in two varieties. The difference between type and token is an 

ontological one between a general sort of thing or word and its particular instances. Thus type 

is the main category and the token is its instantiation in different places in the article or in any 

written material.2 There are many compounds that occur more than once in the articles, but for 

the purposes of the present paper, they are only counted once. 

3.4 Constituent parts of compounds 

3.4.1 Compounding and conversion 

One problem arising while identifying compound words is conversion. In conversion a word 

belonging to one class is transferred to another word class without any change of form. There 

are many words in these articles that were handled as cases of conversion. For instance, in 

U.S. 1 the compound word tax cut is used. In this word, although cut is originally a verb, it is 

analysed as a noun after conversion. The same is the case with tax increase cited in the same 

article, in which increase is verb but here used as noun. Conversions from noun to verb and 

from verb to noun are the most productive word formation processes. 

 According to Ljung (2003:110), the productivity of conversion can be measured only 

in terms of change in word class. This type of word formation is highly productive especially 

when it involves the open word classes. In this regard most nouns may be used as verbs and 

many verbs can be used as nouns; adjectives can also be turned into nouns and verbs.  

In U.S. 2, deep-pocketed is used in which pocketed is a verb but in the compound used 

in the article it can best be analysed as an adjective. Later in the same article the word fund-

raising appears in which raising, originally a verb form, has been converted into noun with a 

meaning according to the given situation. 

3.4.2 Compounds where one part is a numeral 

In both newspapers, many compounds were used in which one element is a numeral. For 

instance, in U.S.1 five-week, in P8 17-member, and in U.S.4 seven-month and three-term 

appear, all of which are compounds consisting of numeral plus a noun. According to 

Gabraielle (2007:32), numerals that show the quantity of things or people by stating a fixed 

number are best analysed as adjectives, and according to The Oxford Dictionary of English 

                                                 
2
 http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/types-tokens/#WhaDis 
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grammar (1998), numerals may be treated as a subclass of adjectives. Thus in this paper 

compound parts that are numerals are categorized as adjectives. 

3.5 Delimitation 

Although they are termed compounds, it is not altogether clear that neoclassical compounds 

should be treated alongside compounds, rather than as a separate type of word formation. 

They do not fulfil all the criteria of the rules according to which certain words can be said to 

be compound words. In the light of this argument neoclassical compounds have not been 

included in the results. 

4. Analysis and results 

4.1 Survey of results 

The aim of this paper is to look at the different types of compound words used in two varieties 

of English and to investigate whether certain types of compound word are more frequent in 

one variety than in the other. Table 3 shows the total number and types of compound words 

found in the domestic news articles from each of the two varieties, U.S. and Pakistani English. 

Table 3. Different types of compound words found in domestic news articles in U.S. and 
Pakistani English. 

Types of compound 

words 

Totals in The News Totals in The New York 

Times 

Noun Compounds 123 164 

Verb Compounds 3 1 

Adjective Compounds 8 17 

Adverb Compounds 1 1 

Special Noun 

Compounds V + Adv 

4 4 

Total 139 187 

 

According to Ljung (2003:121) the most common category found in most written texts 

is Noun + Noun compounds. This is also confirmed in this study. Noun compounds by far 

have the highest frequency in the two varieties. 

 Looking more closely at the other categories and their quantitative differences, it can 

be seen that verb and adverb compounds are very rarely found in the two varieties.  In the last 

category which comprises a special class of noun compound that is a Verb + Adv compound, 

the numbers are, interestingly, the same in the two varieties. According to Jackson & Zé 

Amvela (2000:83) this special class of compounds has two roots in which the first one is a 

verb and the second root is an adverb. These compounds do not follow the general rule in 
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English as they have two roots, “in which the compound is not a member of the same class as 

the second root” (Jackson & Zé Amvela 2000:83).  

4.2 Compound words comprised of two parts 

4.2.1 Noun compounds 

In total, 287 compound words were found in the two varieties which consisted of two parts. 

As pointed out above, noun compounding is by far the most common type in the articles from 

the two varieties. Of the four types of noun compounds, 229 tokens were N + N compounds, 

four V + N compounds, 50 Adj + N compounds and only four belonged to the category of 

Adv + N compounds. The frequency as well as all the individual instances is shown in Table 

4.  

Table 4.  Noun compounds comprised of two parts found in domestic news articles in the two 
varieties. 

Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New 

York Times 

1) N+ N Backdoor P 1 Authorization bill U.S. 1 

 Church Pastor  Bush-era  

 Credibility problem  Battle readiness  

 Flood victims  Campaign session  

 Flour crises  Car companies  

 Gilgit-Baltistan  Floor speech  

 Law resolution  Floor debate  

 Opposition members  Households  

 Press talk  Health care  

 Relief fund  Insurance companies  

 Relief work  Income levels  

 Telephone call  Majority leaders  

 Wheat stock  Partisan fight  

 Delegation-level P 2 Senate leader  

 Energy connectivity  Student loans  

 Flood situation  Tax cuts  

 Ivory coast  Tax increase  

 Investment linkages  Tax plan  

 Network  Tax breaks  

 Press conference  Tax relief  

 Security advisor  Tax hike  

 Transit trade  Troop morale  

 Training camps  White house  

 Bulletproof P 3 Wrestling match  

 Court decisions  Ad wars U.S. 2 

 Crime reports  Advocacy group  

 Courtroom  Airwaves  

 Court case  Chairman  

 Intelligence reports  Campaign ads  

 Jang group  Disclosure laws  

 Media reports  Election season  

 Mobile numbers  Fund-raising  

 News report  Group spending  

 PPP government  House races  

 Police official  Interest-Group  
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 Parliament Lodges   Labor unions  

 Security issues  Media buyers  

 Security measures  Money vehicles  

 Security threats  Nightmare  

 Student leaders  Party committees  

 Security reasons  Spending Drives  

 Woman leader  Shadow groups  

 Army chief P 4 Snapshot  

 Bye-polls  Spending chasm  

 Eye opener  Senate races  

 Election campaign  Television time  

 Flood affectees  Television spending  

 Kalabagh Dam  Tax code  

 Party workers  Television advertising  

 PPP leader  Trade association  

 Public service  Anti-establishment 
voters 

U.S. 3 

 Power crisis  Budget chief  

 Stakeholders  Election Day  

 World Records    

 Apex court P 5 Name recognition  

 Bank loans  Popularity ratings  

 Balance pendency  Taxpayers  

 Corruption case  Tea Party  

 Dogar court  Whiz-kid  

 Dogar era  Campaign Committee U.S. 4 

 District courts  Death threat  

 Hay days  Election cycle  

 Peanuts  Establishment members  

 State-lands  Freedom works  

 Amendment Acts P 6 Party leaders  

 Amendment bill  Party officials  

 Assembly sessions  Purity tests  

 Election victory  Airport U.S. 5 

 Election disputes  Breast cancer  

 Framework  City Hall  

 Lawmakers  Campaign aide  

 Summary statement  Cancer fight  

 Vacation judge  Hog butcher  

 Assembly proceedings  P 7 Hallmark  

 Assembly members  News conference  

 Journalist bodies  News media  

 Journalist community  Rail roads  

 Law Minister  Shock waves  

 Media representatives  Success story  

 Media persons  Summer games  

 Press club  Transportation hub  

 President-elect  World-class  

 Court verdicts P 8 Cybersquatting U.S. 6 

 Law secretary  Congressmen  

 Business groups P 9 Campaign site  

 Credit ratings  Domain names  

 Counterpart  Lawsuit  

 Gateways  Press secretary  

 London visit  Rubber stamp  

 Leadership void  Staff attorney  

 Media coverage  Trade group  

 Newspapers  Web site  
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 Photo ops  Bellwether U.S. 7 

 Raj era  Business executive  

 Starting point    

 Coalition partners P 10 Breathing room  

 Groundwork  Business practices  

 Information Minister  Career politician  

 Rabita Committee  Eye contact  

   Firewall  

   Gun owners  

   Handshake  

   Lifetime  

   Learning curve  

   Television spots  

   Vetting session  

   Wall street  

   Capitol Hill U.S. 8 

   Enthusiasm gap  

   Establishment 
candidates 

 

   Majority party  

   Swing districts  

   Weekend  

   Work product  

     

   Campaign Tactic U.S. 9 

   Campaign apparatus  

   Grass-roots  

   House speaker  

   Party establishment  

   Soviet Union  

   Television personality  

   Approval rating U.S. 10 

   Education system  

   Policy makers  

   Rail lines  

   Signature phrase  

   School district  

   Stimulus package  

   Stimulus bill  

   Stimulus spending  

   Trademark  

     

Total 99  130  

     

Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New 

York Times 

2) V + N Have-nots P 1 Lacklustre U.S. 7 

 Spokesman P 10 Watchdog U.S. 2 

     

Total 2  2  

     

Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New 

York Times 

3) Adj + N Goodwill P 1 Fairfax U.S. 1 

 Prime Minister  Five-week  

 Supreme Court  Big Dig U.S. 3 

 Chief justices P 3 Clarion call  

 Chief minister  Newcomers  
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 Interior secretary  Longtime U.S. 4 

 Interior minister  Seven-month  

 Double standards P 4 Three-term  

 Highlighting  Political scientist U.S. 5 

 Otherwise  E-mail U.S. 6 

 Public service  Full Name  

   Likewise  

 High courts P 5 Wayward  

 High-price  Front-runner U.S. 7 

 Political workers P 7 Big-tent U.S. 8 

 Commonwealth P 8 New England  

 17-member  Top aide  

 Superpower P 9 Background U.S. 9 

 Judicial council P 10 Meantime  

 Top judge  Shorthanding  

 Update  Broadband U.S. 10 

   Highways  

   High-quality  

   Industrial age  

   Long-term  

   Large-scale  

   Middle class  

   Short-term  

   21st-century  

   Worthwhile  

     

Total 20  30  

     

Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New 

York Times 

4) Adv + N Outbreak P 9 Uproar U.S. 9 

 Upgrading  Upbringing  

     

Total 2  2  

 

 The category of Adv + N compounds contains compounds which are word formed by 

combining words consisting of a locative adverb and a following noun. One of the four 

instances found in the articles has the locative adverb out and the other three have up as the 

first part.  

It is also worth noticing that in noun compounding, many compounds appeared that 

belong to the category of syntactic noun + noun compounds. In this type, the modifier is the 

noun and the heads are nouns derived from verbs by the addition of suffixes like –er and –ing. 

They include security advisor in P 2, student leaders and woman leaders in P 3, eye opener, 

party workers, PPP leader and stakeholders in P4, lawmakers in P 6, assembly proceedings 

and law minister in P 7 and credit ratings in P 9. Examples from the U.S. articles include 

majority leaders and senate leader in U.S.1, fund-raising, group spending, media buyers, 

television spending and television advertising in U.S. 2, anti-establishment voters, popularity 

ratings and taxpayers in U.S. 3, party leaders in U.S. 4, hog butcher in U.S. 5, cybersquatting 
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in U.S. 6, gun owners in U.S. 7, house speaker in U.S. 9, approval rating, policy makers and 

stimulus spending in U.S. 10 respectively.  

To sum up, noun compounding is the type of compounding that is most common in 

the two varieties of English. Overall, more noun compounds than the other types were used in 

the American articles. On the other hand, in the case of V + N compounding, the frequency of 

occurrence is equal. One reason for this may be that this is a type of compounding that has 

very little productivity. 

4.2.2 Verb compounds 

According to the findings verb compounds is a category that is infrequent. Only Adverb 

compounds are found with lower frequency in the domestic news articles in the two varieties. 

Altogether, only four instances of verb compounds were found. Three instances were found in 

P4, P5 and P6, and only one instance was found in U.S. 9.  

 Although the numbers are so low that a comparison of frequency can not really be 

made, it is a fact that the Pakistani articles have more verb compounds than the American 

articles. Another aspect worth pointing out is the fact that all the instances found in these 

articles belong to the category of Adv + V compounds. Table 5 shows the frequency and 

individual instances of the different verb compounds that were found in the two varieties. 

Table 5. Verb compounds found in Pakistani and U.S. domestic news articles 
Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New 

York Times 

 Adv + V Undergo P 4 Underlie U.S. 9 

 Outperform P 5   

 Uphold P 6   

     

Total 3  1  

4.2.3 Adjective compounds 

This category of compounding is the second most common found category in the two 

varieties. A total of 25 instances of adjective compounds were found in the domestic news 

articles, out of which eight were found in Pakistani and seventeen in American newspapers. 

This indicates that this type of compounding is used more frequently in American English. 

 Some interesting points concerning the members of this category are worth pointing 

out. Most of the adjective compounds have participles ending in –ing and –ed as their second 

element. According to Ljung (2003:134), “these adjectival compounds are syntactic, i.e. they 

are really abbreviations of syntactic relations”. For instance in U.S. 2 the compound words 

republican–leaning and democratic–leaning show the relationship of groups and candidates 

who are leaning towards the Republican and Democratic parties. The compound word 
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republican-leaning is a construction that belongs to the category of highly productive 

adjective compounding, in which the first element is a noun which is also the prepositional 

object of the verb that is the second element of the word.  

 It is also worth noticing that many adjective compounds were found in these articles 

that belong to the category in which the modifier is a common noun and the head is the 

passive subject of the second element that has the –ed participles. For instance in P4 flood-

affected and in U.S. 9 faith-based in which flood and faith are the passive subjects of their 

heads affected and based. 

 Washington-based (U.S. 6) is also one of the adjective compounds found in U.S. 6 that 

belongs to an important category of adjective compounds in which the modifier is the name of 

any country or place; it thus belongs to a category of nationality adjective compounding 

(Ljung, 2003:136-37). Surprisingly, in N + Adj compounding, one of the compound words, 

spearheaded in U.S. 2, belongs to the special category of adjective compounding in which 

words are not used in their literal meaning. Instead they are used metaphorically, as 

spearheaded in the article does not mean a person who has a head like a spear. It means that a 

person, Karl Rove, is the head or leader of the group.  

 Another interesting compound word that appeared in the same category of N + Adj 

compounding in P9 is water-borne. This compound word belongs to the category of participle 

adjective compounding in which the first element is again a noun and the head is an adjective 

and the modifier represents an aspect of the head. As in this example water-borne disease, the 

modifier (water) is presenting the fact that the disease is spread by water. A similar example is 

nationwide in U.S. 3. In the article this word has been used for the Republican Party who have 

been relying more on emotions and revenge across the nation. The same is also the case with 

the compound countrywide (storm) in P 3, in which the modifier (country) is giving 

information about the location of the storm. Table 6 shows the individual instances of this 

type of compounding in the two varieties. 

Table 6. Adjective compounds found in Pakistani and U.S. domestic news articles  
Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New York 

Times 

1) N + Adj Country wide P 3 Republican-oriented U.S. 2 

 Flood-affected P 4 Republican-leaning  

 Hand-picked P 5 Spearheaded  

 Water-borne P 9 Nationwide U.S. 3 

   Washington-based U.S. 6 

   Faith-based U.S. 9 

     

Total 4  6  
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Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New York 

Times 

2) Adj + Adj Wide ranging P 2 Democratic-leaning U.S. 2 

 Two-thirds P 8 Deep-pocketed  

 Optimistic sounding P 9 African-American U.S. 3 

   Democratic-led U.S. 4 

   Half-dozen U.S. 5 

   Longest-serving  

   Longstanding U.S. 9 

   Long-awaited U.S. 10 

     

Total 3  8  

     

Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New York 

Times 

3) Adv + Adj Much-required P 10 Well-known U.S. 3 

   Once-safe U.S. 7 

   Long-departed U.S. 9 

     

Total 1  3  

4.2.4 Adverb compounds 

Although the Adv + Adv type of compounding is rarely found in English texts, one 

instantiation which was found in both Pakistani and US news articles belonging to this 

category is however. It is interesting to point out that this compound word is used as a word 

that identifies the contrast in relationship between the two clauses. No other instantiations of 

this type of compounding was found in either of the two varieties. 

4.2.5 Special noun compounds 

Special noun compounds are ‘special’ in the sense that unlike other types of compounding, in 

these compounds the head is not a noun but rather an adverb and the first part is a verb (V + 

Adv). In the present study, the number of individual instances found in the two varieties was 

the same, maybe because this is also a type of compounding that is rarely found in English 

texts, like adverb compounds. A total of eight special noun compound words were found in 

the two varieties, four in the Pakistani and the other four in the U.S. newspapers.  Table 7 

shows the examples and the frequency of this type of compounding in the two varieties. 

Table 7. Special type of noun compounding found in the two varieties. 
Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New York 

Times 

V + Adv Go-ahead P 1 Shoo-in U.S. 3 

 Take over  Turnaround  

 Set-up P 2 Turnout U.S. 4 

 Breakdown P 8 Bailouts U.S. 8 

     

Total 4  4  
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4.3 Compound words consisting of three parts 

There are certain types of compounds found in the two varieties that consist of three parts. 

Some of them are found in both varieties but there are certain types that are found in only one 

of these varieties. It is again very interesting to note that the frequency of this type of 

compounding is almost the same in the two varieties.  

In most of these groups of compound words, one part of them is a compound word 

that modifies the other part. For instance in the first group of compounding that is [(Adj + N)] 

+ N), Adj + N modify N, as in human rights violations (P 2) and one-party control (U.S. 1). 

Similarly in group 2, N + N modifies N, as in floor relief operations (P 1) and Award Services 

Committee (U.S. 1); in group 4, V + Adv modifies N,  as in throwaway prices (P 5) and 

runway horse (U.S. 8); in group 5, N + V modifies N, as in debt servicing moratorium (P 9), 

in group 7, N + N modifies Adj, as in Justice Iftikhar-led (P 10); in group 8, Adj + N modifies 

Adj, as in 20-minute long (P 4); in group 10, V + N modifies N, as in crossroads GPS (U.S. 

2); in group 12, N + Adj modifies N, as in citizens united case (U.S. 2) and in group 13 N is 

modified by N + N respectively, as in Village Voice Media (U.S. 6).  

 The compound words which appeared in groups 3, 6, 9 and 11, on the other hand, 

belonged to a category where the parts together make up the whole. These words have 

hyphens in between them, and they are used for signifying one person, thing, idea or 

designation. Table 8 shows the compound words consisting of three parts, found in the two 

varieties of English. 

Table 8. Compound words comprised of three parts found in the two varieties. 
Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New York 

Times 

   1) ([Adj + N] + N) Human rights violations P 2 One-party control U.S. 1 

 Interior ministry sources P 3 Federal Election 
Commission 

U.S. 2 

 Human Rights Cell P 5 Midterm election  

 “Basic structure” concept P 6 Third-party player  

 11-member bench  Highway project U.S. 3 

 Same sex marriages P 8 Better Government 
Association 

U.S. 5 

 Four hour interaction P 9 Cold war years U. S. 9 

 Final year students  Foreign policy player  

 Long term objectives    

 One day visit    

 Federal law secretary P 10   

 17-member bench    

     

2) ([N + N] + N) Flood relief operations P 1 Award Services 
Committee 

U.S. 1 

 Special Branch Report P 3 Election-year pitch  

 Traffic police vehicle  Tax cut debate  

 Award-distribution 
ceremony 

P 4 Interest group 
spending 

U.S. 2 
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 Harris Steel owners P 5 Tea Party activist U.S. 4 

 Press Gallery Committee P 7 Rock River Patriots U.S. 7 

 Water filtration plants P 9 Tea Party candidates U.S. 8 

 PML-N leaders P 10 Tea Party insurgents  

   Tea Party movement  

   Stem cell research U.S. 9 

   White House advisers  

     

3) (N + prep + N) People-to-people P 2 Promoter-in-chief U.S. 5 

   Day-to-day U.S .10 

     

4) ([V + Adv] + N) Throwaway prices P 5 Runway horse U.S. 8 

     

5) ([N + V] + N) Debt servicing moratorium P 9 (not found)  

     

6) (Adv + Art + N) Off-the-record P 9 (not found)  

     

7) ([N + N] + Adj) Justice Iftikhar-led P 10 (not found)  

     

8) ([Adj + N] + Adj) 20-minute long P 4 (not found)  

     

9) (Adj + prep + Adj) One-on-one P 2 (not found)  

     

10) ( [V + N] + N) (not found)  Crossroads GPS U.S. 2 

     

11) (Adj + prep + N) (not found)  Chief-of-staff U.S. 10 

     

12) ([N + Adj ] + N) (not found)  Citizens United case U.S. 2 

   Citizens United 
decision 

 

   Citizens United ruling  

     

13) ( N + [N + N]) (not found)  Village Voice Media U.S. 6 

   Plastic packaging 
material 

U.S. 7 

     

Total 27  29  

 

A total of 56 compound words were found in the two varieties of domestic news 

articles of English, of which 27 were found in Pakistani and 29 were found in American 

English. In conclusion, the total number of instances indicates that there was not so much 

difference between the frequencies of occurrence in the two varieties. Types 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 

the types of compounding that are found in both varieties. The types in 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 were 

found in Pakistani English only, whereas the types in 10, 11 12 and 13 were found only in 

American English.  

4.4 Compound words comprised of four parts 

There are also compound words found that consist of four parts. Again, it is again interesting 

to see that some of them are found in both varieties, while others are found in only one 

variety. A total of 12 types of compounding were found in this category, out of which only 
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one type was found in both varieties. The types in 1, 2, 3, and 4 were found only in American 

English, whereas the types in 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 were found only in Pakistani English 

(see table 7). Thus it can be said that there are more differences than similarities.   

It is also worth noticing that most of the compound words found in this category are 

the names of places, persons and groups or parties. For instance, Campaign Media Analysis 

Group (U.S. 2), Green-Rainbow Party, and MQM leaders and workers (P 10) are the names 

of the groups and political parties. Similarly state of Punjab (P 6) and state of Kerala (P 6) are 

the names of the places that appear in the same article of Pakistani domestic news article. 

Both of these act as modifiers of the noun case. It is also interesting to find some names of 

famous personalities, for instance, Get-Justice Iftikhar operation (P 10) and Indira Gandhi 

election case in (P 6). Table 9 shows the frequency and individual instances of these types of 

compounding found in the two varieties.  

Table 9. Compound words comprised of four parts found in the domestic articles of the two 
varieties of English newspapers. 

Types Instantiation The News Instantiation The New York 

Times 

1) ([N + N + N] + N) (not found)  Town-hall-style meeting U.S. 1 

   Campaign Media Analysis 
Group 

U.S. 2 

     

2) (Adj + [N + N] + N) (not found)  Green-Rainbow Party U.S. 3 

     

3) ([Adv + prep + V] + 
Adj) 

(not found)  Soon-to-be released U.S. 9 

     

4) (N + [N+ N] + N) (not found)  Pew Research Center poll U.S. 9 

     

5) ([N + conj + N] + N) Law and order situation P 4 House and Senate races U.S .2 

     

6) ([V + N + N] + N)  Get-CJ Iftikhar P 10 (not found)  

 Get-Justice Iftikhar 
operation 

   

     

7) ([N + prep + N] + N) State of Punjab case P 6 (not found)  

 State of Kerala case    

     

8) ([N + N] + N + N) Indira Gandhi election case P 6 (not found)  

     

9) ([Adj] + [N] + [N + 
N]) 

Supreme Court Bar 
Association 

P 6 (not found)  

     

10) ([Adj + N + N] + N) National Crisis Management 
Cell   

P 3 (not found)  

     

11) (N + [N + conj + 
N]) 

MQM leaders and workers P 10 (not found)  

     

12) ([V + V + V]  N) “Can be done spirit” P 9 (not found)  

Total 10  6  
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4.5 Compound words comprised of five and six parts 

In the material, some compound words were found that consisted of five and even six parts, 

though their frequency is small compared to the rest of the compound words found. In 

compounds comprised of five parts, only three instances were found in total, out of which two 

were found in the American newspapers. They are ([N + N + N] + Prep + N) and ([Aux-Neg. 

+ V + Aux-Neg + N] + N). The first instance was found in U.S. 2 and the example is Swift 

Boat Veterans for Truth, while the second instance was found in U.S. 1, namely “Don’t ask, 

don’t tell policy”. These kinds of compounding were not found in Pakistani newspapers. An 

additional type of compounding comprised of five parts was found in P 9; this type is ([Adj + 

Conj + Adj + N] + N) and the example is Print and electronic media establishments.    

In compounds comprised of six parts only one instance occurred in the eighth article 

of the U.S. newspaper. The type was ([Adj + [N + N] + N + prep + N) and the instance is 

Good House keeping seal of approval. It is worth pointing out that no instance of 

compounding comprised of six parts was found in Pakistani newspapers.  

In the end it can be said that compounding is, without a doubt, one of the most 

important and highly productive ways of making new words in modern English. A closer look 

at the different types of compounding found in this paper affirms that compounding is one of 

the commonly used procedures of word formation in English. It is also worth noticing that not 

only two-part compounding but other types of compounding involving more than two parts 

also play an important role in the formation of new words in English texts. However, there 

has not been so much research done in this area. Even the secondary sources used in this short 

research paper have only rarely discussed these other types of compounding. It might be 

interesting to do more research in this area in order to discover how compounds consisting of 

more than two parts are formed and what the criteria for creating such compounds are.  

5. Conclusion 

English is the most widely spoken language in the world, and it is continuously in a state of 

change. New words are constantly coming into the language through its interaction with other 

languages. There are many ways through which new words can be created in English. 

Compounding is one of the processes by which new words and forms are created. It is the 

most common and oldest source of making new words in English language.  

The aim of this essay has been to investigate the frequency and different types of 

compounding found in two varieties of English, American and Pakistani. For the 

investigation, ten domestic news articles from each variety were selected. The reason for 
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selecting domestic news articles rather than any other newspaper genres was that it was 

considered to best reflect the use of English in the two varieties. During the investigation, five 

different main types of compounding, namely, noun, verb, adjective, adverb and special type 

compounding were analyzed. The results showed that the most common category found in the 

two varieties of English was that of noun compounding. Out of a total of 287 noun 

compounds, 123 were found in Pakistani, whereas 164 were appeared in American domestic 

news articles. Although the total results show that the difference was not great, it can be said 

that more noun compounds were used in American English.  

Adjective compounds were also found in a good number in both the varieties. Out of a 

total of 25 Adjective compounds, eight were found in Pakistani, whereas 17 appeared in 

American English. The results show that more adjective compounds were used in American 

English. In verb compounding, only four instances were found. Three instances of verb 

compounds were found in Pakistani English, whereas only one instance was found in 

American English. Here the results show a little difference, as more verb compounds were 

found in Pakistani domestic news articles. However, the overall frequency was so low that no 

conclusions can be drawn as to whether there is a difference in the two varieties. Furthermore, 

in Adverb compounding, the total sum shows very interesting results, as the frequency of 

occurrence of this type in both the varieties is equal. In conclusion, verb compounds and 

adverb compounds appear to be rare in both Pakistani and American English. 

In addition to these frequencies, the results also show some differences and similarities 

between the occurrences of some particular types of compounding which occur in only one 

variety. For instance, in compounds comprised of three and more than three parts, there were 

many types that were found in only one variety, although the total frequencies of occurrences 

do not show any great differences. For example in compounding comprised of three parts, 

only 4 out of 13 types of compounding were found in both varieties. Similarly, in compounds 

comprised of four parts, only one type, ([N + Conj + N] + N), was found in both varieties.  

It is also interesting to note that although English is not the first language of Pakistan, 

it is used in almost every area of life. This is also shown in the present study and in the 

comparison of the total results of the frequencies of compounding found in the articles. Out of 

a total of 404 compound words, 177 types were found in the Pakistani articles, whereas 227 

were found in American English. That shows that there was not so much difference in using 

compounding in the genre of domestic news articles.  
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